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The Israeli economy is an advanced economy that belongs to the  

OECD organization. The GDP per capita is $50,022 and the growth 

rate in 2021 is estimated by 8.1%. 

 

Israel is recovering from the Corona crisis that has affected the 

Israeli economy significantly since 2020. The deficit in June 2021 – 

May 2022 is 0.04% from the GDP, the debt-to-GDP ratio is 65.0% 

The unemployment rate is 3.5% but the unofficial unemployment 

rate is about 4.7%. The political unease and the coming election will 

make it difficult to pass a new budget to 2023. 

Along with the economic stabilization and quick growth, there has 

been an increase in the inflation rate, as of May, the annual rate is 

4.1%. The Chief Economist in the Ministry of Finance predicts a 

similar increase next year as well.  

 

From a monetary point of view, the Bank of Israel is dealing with the 

rise of the inflation. In April the interest rate rose to 0.35% due to the 

rise of inflation and it is expected to rise again. 

 

 

 
  



 
 

Statistical Profile: Israel May 2022  
 

Society 

Population (May 2022): 9,511 million  

Economy 

GDP per capita: 50,022 

Inflation (May 2022) (Annual Growth Rate(: 4.1%  

Current Account Balance (Q1 2022): 3.72% of GDP 

Trade in Goods and Services (May 2022): $15.2 billion  

Finance 

US Dollar Exchange rate (May 2022): NIS 3.38 

Euro Exchange rate (May 2022): NIS 3.58  

Long-term interest rates (May 2022): 2.59% Per Annum  

Short-term interest rates (May 2022): 0.97% Per Annum 

Government 

Debt to GDP ratio: 65% 

Deficit to GDP (June 2021-May 2022): 0.04% 

Motorization 

Level of Motorization (2020): 397 Vehicles/1,000 Residence 

 

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/economics/country-statistical-profiles-key-tables-from-oecd_20752288
https://data.oecd.org/society.htm


 
Innovation and Technology 

Gross Domestic Spending on R&D (2020): 5.43% of GDP  

Environment 

CO2 Emissions (2018): 6.98 Tonnes Per Capita  

Jobs  

Employment Rate (Q1 2022): 69.05% of Working Age Population 

Official Unemployment Rate (April 2022): 3.5% of Labour Force 

Unofficial Unemployment Rate (including non-paid absence due to 

Corona): 4.7% 

 
New Cars and CV Registrations 

 

Israel New Passenger Car Registration - Jan-May 2022 
 
Passenger car registration: a decrease of 6.4% compared with May 
2021; Since January 2022, a decrease of 11.0% compared with Jan-
May 2021. 
 
In May 2022, the Israeli passenger car market registered 25,075 
new cars. This figure represents a decrease of 6.4% compared with 
May 2021. Since January 2022, 135,972 new cars were registered 
– a decrease of 11.0% compared with Jan-May 2021.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://data.oecd.org/air/air-and-ghg-emissions.htm


 

 

 
 

 
 

New Passenger Cars Registration in Israel - Jan-May 2022 
According to Top 20 Brands 
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New Passenger Cars Registration in Israel -
1-5/2022

2020 2021 2022

Change%Change%BrandNo.

22/21202120222021202222/212021202220212022

10.4240192652715.819.512.14303482316.119.2Hyundai1

4.1200632089413.215.43.03518362213.114.4Toyota2

10.4173951920511.414.130.92739358510.214.3Kia3

8.7813988515.46.535.9131217834.97.1Mazda4

-15.0788567005.24.937.495613143.65.2Mitsubishi5

-52.61292561318.54.5-68.525498049.53.2Skoda6

15.6346640062.32.919.45776892.22.7Citroen7

-17.0463738503.02.8-40.49115433.42.2Peugeot8

-17.4455937653.02.8-40.69415593.52.2Suzuki9

20.9232428101.52.121.53544301.31.7Mercedes10

117.5120926300.81.9375.31708080.63.2MG11

-53.2545125513.61.922.785510493.24.2Chevrolet12

-63.9663023914.41.8-40.68985333.42.1Seat13

-64.4566523593.71.7-71.314934295.61.7Nissan14

1.8212421631.41.626.83174021.21.6BMW15

-41.3321118852.11.4-59.04701931.80.8Subaru16

-29.9249117451.61.3-31.73912671.51.1Audi17

-10.6194017351.31.3-27.04002921.51.2VW18

Entered 2022016790.01.2Entered 202205600.02.2Geely19

40.4103614550.71.1-99.980613.00.0Tesla20

Jan-MayMay

UnitsShare%UnitsShare%



 
 

New CV above 3.5 ton and Bus Registration in Israel – 
 Jan-May 2022 

 
Commercial Vehicles above 3.5 ton registration: -13.6% compared 
with May 2021. Since the beginning of the year, a decrease of 6% 
in registrations. 
 
In May 2022, the Israeli market for CV above 3.5 ton registered a 
decrease of 13.6% with 1,431 new registrations, compared with 
1,657 units in May 2021. Since January, 7,356 units were registered 
– a decrease of 6% compared with Jan-May 2021.  
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New CV above 3.5 ton Registration in Israel - Jan-May 2022 
According to Brands 

 

 
 
 

New Bus Registration in Israel - Jan-May 2022 
According to Brands 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Change%Change%

22/21202120222021202222/212021202220212022

26.065081910.013.721.512114710.112.9Volvo1

-9.188080013.613.411.315917713.315.5Mercedes2

27.03814845.98.1-20.782656.95.7MAN3

22.03964836.18.1-18.592757.76.6Isuzu4

-20.85574418.67.4-23.1108839.07.3DAF5

33.33004004.66.734.652704.46.1VW6

-28.35133687.96.1-55.0100458.43.9Scania7

-52.677036511.96.134.41318611.07.5Chevrolet8

-10.34003596.26.01.469705.86.1Renault9

-11.23943506.15.853.345693.86.0FIAT10

4.23113244.85.4-30.060425.03.7Ford11

1.32342373.64.032.755734.66.4Peugeot12

8.72062243.23.768.635592.95.2Iveco13

132.9701631.12.7337.58350.73.1HINO14

-64.53801355.92.3-47.066355.53.1Dodge-Ram15

1400.01150.00.3100.0050.00.4Maxus16

-45.522120.30.2-70.01030.80.3Fuso17

-37.5850.10.1100.0120.10.2JAC18

Entered  22030.00.1Entered  22000.00.0Liebherr19

Jan-MayMay

BrandNo

UnitsShare%UnitsShare%

Change%Change%

22/21202120222021202222/212021202220212022

-18.057347042.534.4-51.22039943.834.3Mercedes1

321.4421773.112.9110.329616.321.1Golden Dragon2

Entered 20220151011.0Entered 202201505.2Wisdom3

-22.227513720.410.0-80.91312528.38.7Volvo4

154.5441123.38.2400.05251.18.7Higer5

123.039872.96.486.715283.29.7Scania6

152.025631.94.6-20.01082.22.8VW7

-64.9134479.93.4-72.2541511.75.2MAN8

Entered Mid 210370.02.7Entered Mid 21000.00.0Otokar9

61.921341.62.50.0000.00.0Yutong10

233.36200.41.51000802.8Renault11

77.89160.71.2100.0030.01.0IRIZAR12

-94.711468.50.4100.0010.00.3Solaris13

Entered 2022050.00.4Entered 2022000.00.0Ankai14

-71.4720.50.1-100.0100.20.0Isuzu15

100.0120.10.10.0000.00.0Zhong Tong16

-90.92221.60.1-88.9911.90.3Temsa17

Jan-MayMay

BrandNo.

UnitsShare%UnitsShare%



 
 

Monthly review – Israel's Auto and Auto-Tech industry 
 

Cognata’s Unmanned Robotics Simulation Platform to be 
integrated into US Defense Market 

Cognata Advanced Solutions, an Israeli company that supplies 
large-scale off-road autonomous robotics platforms, announced the 
integration of its simulation authoring software into Mistral Inc.’s 
advanced portfolio, to further accelerate ground unmanned vehicles 
simulation adoption into the U.S. defense market. The Israeli 
company signed a deal with Mistral and will be joining its exclusive 
defense solutions portfolio 

Cognata’s AV off-road simulation is designed to test, train, and 
validate perception and control challenges for terrains that do not 
offer a clear road definition and for paths that offer challenging 
conditions such as boulders, side slopes, difficult tractions, and 
more.The company’s simulation platform can create multiple use 
cases with limited visibility by other objects, bypassing a lengthy AI 
learning process by creating simulated environments for quick 
learning allowing AI to evaluate sensor-generated large-scale 
situations, complex multi-source data sets, and generate automatic 
analysis, compressing the AI/ML training time to mere months. 

Stratasys Named Official 3D Printing Partner of Toyota Racing 
Development 

Stratasys Ltd. (NASDAQ: SSYS), a leader in polymer 3D printing 
solutions, announced that it had been named an official partner of 
Toyota Racing Development (TRD). The partnership will make its 
debut with 3D printed production parts on the forthcoming Toyota 
GR86 for the GR Cup, a new single-make racing series sanctioned 
by SRO America. 

Stratasys offers innovative 3D printing solutions for industries such 
as aerospace, automotive, consumer products and healthcare. 

http://www.stratasys.com/


 
Through smart and connected 3D printers, polymer materials, a 
software ecosystem, and parts on demand, Stratasys solutions 
deliver competitive advantages at every stage in the product value 
chain. TRD plans to continue to integrate additive manufacturing 
into their manufacturing processes for TRD-branded vehicles and 
racing cars. The GR Cup, featuring the GR86, is set to begin in 
2023. 

Gnrgy Wins Tender for the Installation and Operation of 
Charging Stations for Electric Buses 

Gnrgy, supplier of EV charging solutions, won a tender published by 
Ayalon Highway for the installation and operation of charging 
stations for electric buses. The company will install and operate 28 
ultra-quick 180 kW double charging stations that will enable fast 
charging for 56 buses at the same time in Rishon Letzion. Gnrgy 
has already installed 16 180 kW charging stations in a parking lot 
dedicated to EV charging in Ashdod.   

EV Motors Invests 5M$ and Purchases Dozens of Fuel Cell 
Systems from GenCell for EV Charging 

EV Motors, importer of JAC electric cars and ANKAI electric buses 
to Israel, purchases dozens of hydrogen-based charging stations for 
electric vehicles in a 5M$ transaction. These off-grid charging 
stations will be deployed across Israel and enable zero-carbon-
emission EV charging. GenCell has already supplied EV Motors 
with 4 hybrid charging stations.    

Apollo Power Wins 33M$ Order from Major European Auto 
Manufacturer 

Apollo Power, developer of a diverse and flexible Energy-Film that 
can turn any surface into an energy source, won a 33M$ order 
from a major European auto manufacturer and will serve as a 
direct supplier of a solar product that will be included in one of the 
company's models. Apollo will supply tens of thousands of units 
over a period of 10 years, starting from mid-2024. 



 
 

First Collaboration between the EU and CityZone Innovation 
Lab 

CityZone innovation lab, the EU and CARNET Barcelona launched 
a new collaboration in order to deal with three urban mobility 
challenges in Tel-Aviv: pedestrian safety, sidewalk monitoring and 
identification and prevention of bicycle thefts. As part of the 
collaboration, the EU is calling start-ups and entrepreneurs in the 
field of urban mobility to offer innovative solutions to these 
problems. The winning proposals will receive 30,000 Euros from 
EIT Urban Mobility.       

 

 

 

 

     Dr. Hanan Golan    Hezi Shayb - PhD 

             CEO – I-Via 

                      
The economic chapter of the review was edited by Mr. Nadav Caspi, 

the I-via's Chief Economist.  

 

 


